
Color Therapy made easy.

Peace Palette



About

What is Color Therapy?

Chromotherapy is the practice of using colors, typically 

applied in the form of colored light, to achieve wellness. Each 

color is associated with different benefits and bodily 

responses, from emotional to physical health.

https://infraredsauna.com/blog/color-light-therapy-history/

https://infraredsauna.com/blog/color-light-therapy-history/


The Challenge

Needs Statement

People with anxiety need a way to efficiently implement 

color therapy so that they can remain calm, regardless 

of their location and/or current situation. 



Preliminary Research

Color Therapy on a Digital Platform

• F.lux is a free app for Mac, PC, and Linux, that runs in the 
background and subtly changes the color temperature of your 
computer screen to match the time of day. 
https://www.vsp.com/eyewear-wellness/eye-health/digital-eye-
strain

• For your eye health, the best kinds of lighting to live and work 
with include warm light sources, such as natural light.
https://www.nvisioncenters.com/education/light-improves-vision/ 
/

https://www.vsp.com/eyewear-wellness/eye-health/digital-eye-strain
https://www.nvisioncenters.com/education/light-improves-vision/
https://www.nvisioncenters.com/education/light-improves-vision/


Preliminary Research

The impact distraction has on anxiety management

How can games positively affect anxiety management?

• games are indeed used as a coping tool after exposure to 
stressful situations and strain and that this “recovery experience” 
is a significant facet of the gaming experience…Video games can 
provide us with a safe and fun outlet for developing 
our emotional awareness and coping skills.
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-video-games-relieve-stress-
4110349

https://www.verywellmind.com/emotion-focused-coping-for-stress-relief-3145107
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-video-games-relieve-stress-4110349
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Target User

Jiare Henderson
Age: 50

Career: JROTC Teacher

Lifestyle- Single dad that shares custody

A PTSD patient who regularly sees his therapists. His kids often 

trigger/stress him out. His doctor suggested color therapy glasses, 

which he uses, but he can’t wear them all the time. 
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User Flow



Inspired By

Concept Strategies: Jubilee Tea

This brand identity and packaging project focused 

on creating a unique, original tea brand.  

Jubilee Tea is a way to bring everyone together or 

cheer yourself up when you’re alone. Providing bliss, 

warmth, and a burst of energy through fun colors 

and flavors in a firecracker platform that would lift 

anyone’s spirits. 



Logo



Color & Mood



Wire 
Frames

• “Are these steps or 

buttons”– separate the key 

focal point of the app



Wire 
Frames

• Confusing hierarchy- focus 

more on colors than activities

• Have bubble blow up or 

pop like bubble wrap



Wire 
Frames

• Keep shapes consistent-

everything rounded/ circular 

(including graphs).



Outcome…









Thank you.

The End


